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Abstract 
 
Green cryptography is an implementation-centric design paradigm that, by 
recycling cryptographic primitives, modules, and design strategies, advocates 

mature and minimalist implementations.The authors turn to the Advanced 

Encryption Standard to exemplify the merits of this recycling-based approach 
and investigate the pedigree of its ancestors, descendants, and numerous 

other primitives from which it recycles and recycles.DNA cryptography is 

another field of cryptography developing with the assessment of DNA 

preparing. Earlier, unique DNA based cryptosystem have been used to secure 
picture encryption frameworks yet simultaneously tremendous quantities of 

them require sending long key. In this paper, theoretical DNA model in the 

form of Semigraph for alphabets, numbers & few special characters is 
defined.With the help of strong transformation keys, new algorithm is 

proposed for encryption and decryption using semigraph and applying 

folding techniques to find the encrypted semigraph. 
 

Key words: Biparatite semigraph, Encrypted key-semigraph, Path, Strong 

transformation keys, Theoretical DNA Cryptography. 
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1 Introduction 
 

The user‟s common issues are the securing up the information while 

transferring through messages, mail and chatbox. But the attackers cause the 

loss of data and it is been misused. Cryptography plays enormous role in 
encryption and decryption using algorithmic functions. Encryption is a 

methodology of changing the information in such a technique, that solitary 

the got to people can understand it. Decoding is the technique for adjusting 

encoded data with the goal that it is conceivable once more. At first, DNA 
cryptography [1], [2] is another brought into the world cryptographic field 

created with the investigation of DNA preparing, in which DNA is used as 

information carrier and the front line natural development is used as 
execution gadget. The huge parallelism [3] and exceptional information 

thickness inborn in DNA atoms are explored for cryptographic purposes, for 

instance, encryption, approval, signature, and so on. In a twofold helix DNA 
string, two strands are relating the extent that gathering that is A to T and C 

to G according to Watson-Crick rules, which is extraordinary compared to 

other insightful disclosures in the twentieth century. The cutting edge 

cryptography relies upon inconvenient mathematical issues, for instance, the 
Non-Deterministic Polynomial Time Complete (NP-C) issue [4]. Two 

complementary oligonucleotide primers are annealed to double-stranded 

target DNA strands, and the necessary target DNA can be amplified after a 
serial of polymerase enzyme. 

 

2 Literature Survey 
  

Graph theory is widely utilized for Encryption and Decryption 

Algorithms. In 2015 Sarita [5] considered the cryptography which gives 
techniques for changing over information into muddled structure, with the 

goal that Valid User can get to Information at the Destination. Cryptography 

is the study of utilizing science to scramble and unscramble information. 

Zaeniah et al. [6] studied the utilization of a one-time pad algorithm which 
utilizes a similar key in the encryption cycle and a decryption of the 

information in cryptosystem.Guo et al.[7] presented the extension of pixel in 

visual cryptograph plot in 2017. Rathore and Jain [8] presented another 
visual cryptography utilizing mosaic and spread range water stamping in 

2017. Additionally in the equivalent year, Yang et al.[9] depicted the idea of 

improved secret word preparing plan dependent on visual cryptography. 
Shima et al [10] chipped away at the encryption plan with the headways of 

DNA synthesis, DNA Digital coding and furthermore the speculation of 

customary cryptography to diminish the gigantic picture encryption time. 

Maybe the best test introducing in the current technique for correspondence 
utilizing messages through encryption of a complete bipartite chart as 

referred to by makers Chandrasekaran et al.[11].  
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Additionally the creators Chandrasekaran et al. referenced that in 

encryption structure, the note or information (alluded to as plaintext) is 

encoded by methods for an encryption calculation, turning it into a disjointed 
code text. In particular, study of Semigraph[12] extensively correlated in 

different field. Broadened theoretical study in the graphical methodology of 

cancerous DNA structure as Semigraph and described the splicing system by 

applying splicing schema of the spliced semigraph and language generated 
on folding [13], [14] the spliced semigraph assembles the most strongest 

approach to precede our exploration in different angles and further on the 

graphene model. 
 

3 Proposed Methodology 
 
Thinking about the risk of misuse of the information in real word, the 

strong transformation key is used in encryption and decryption of the original 

message or text. SemigraphG13 (considered 13 number of bonds between 
nucleotides A, C, G & T of double helix DNA strand) is defined for 

alphabets, numbers & special characters and carried out the correlation of 

semigraph and cryptography to study the strong transformation keys which is 

also the symmetric key used for encryption and decryption. Also semigraph, 
bipartite semigraph and sequence of folding techniques are applied on plain 

text to arrive at the mysterious cipher text using the proposed algorithmic 

approach and system schema of Encryption and Decryption in DNA 
Semigraph. 

 

4 Scheme of the Encryption & Decryption using Different 
Strong Transformation Keys 

 
This section gives the flow of the algorithm works with the usage of 

strong transformation keys which are main aspects for encryption and 

decryption. Strong Transformation keys are Plain Text(PT), Mapping 

Values(MV), Module Operation(MO), Split keys(SK), Matrix 
Mapping(MM), δ Operation(δO), Bipartite Semigraph(BS), Folding 

Techniques(FT), Cipher Text(CT) to generate the symmetric keys in the 

algorithm for Encryption and Decryption to transfer the informer message is 
securely shared between two users. The figure 1 represents the flowchart of 

encryption and decryption on how the user transforms the plain text into 

Cipher Text and send to the other end user. Receiver by using provided 
symmetric keys, the Cipher Text unlocks to read the Plain text. Whenever the 

plain text(PT) is prepared to send to receiver via encrypted semigraph, 

initially the corresponding mapping values (MV) of each character is 

assigned as per the semigraphical vertex numbering method and Length of 
the path. Then using modulo operation (MO), each character of the sentence 

or word is transformed to next level of notation containing numbers. 
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 Splitting the number form into 4 split keys(SK). Next, those keys which 

are splitted are mapped in the matrix (MM) form. And further,  δ operation 

(δO)is applied on each matrix values and based on row values, it should be 
transformed in the form of bipartite semigraph (BS) and on applying folding 

techniques (FT), the cipher text (CT) encrypted semigraph is obtained. In 

other words, the flow of encryption is as 
PT→MV→MO→SK→MM→δO→BS→FT→CT and decryption is flows 

in reverse order from CT to PT. The strong transformation keys listed below, 

 
Figure 1: Flowchart of Encryption and Decryption 

 

5 Terminologies 
 

5.1  Semigraph Vertices Numbering 
  
Initially, the mandatory characters for encryption message is chosen. 

Define the semigraphG13, where number of bonds is 13, the connection 

between nucleotides A, C, G & T of double stranded DNA molecules. Here 
the alphabets A to Z and numbers 1 to 10 and Special characters Spaces, @ 

and $ are allocated to each end vertices {up}, p = 1 to 4 , middle vertices 

{vq}, q = 1 to 22 and cut vertices {wi}, i = 1 to 13. Vertex numbering is 
depicted in Figure 1 as alphabets are assigned to end & middle vertices and 

numbers, special characters are assigned to cut vertices. Semigraph Vertices 

numbering follows the below 3 rule, 

1. Numbering the vertices of Semigraph starts from the first cut 
vertex w1 and ends with cut vertex w13 and it continues in clockwise 

direction. 

2. Second numbering starts from the middle vertex „vq‟ which is 
adjacent to final cut vertex w13 and alternate numbering of middle verticesvq 

and end vertices upgoes on. 
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3. Alternate numbering of any vertex zk , 1 ≤ k, n ≤ 39 is to check 

whether the vertex is already visited or first time visit before numbering to 

follow the below condition,  
a) If the vertex, zk+2is first time visit and not numbered. Then 

number the vertex zk+2 as n+1. 

b) If the vertex zk+2 is already visited and numbered. Then number 

the vertex zk+1 as n+1 if it     
is first time visit and not numbered. 

c) If the vertex zk+3is first time visit and not numbered. Then 

number the vertex zk+3 as n+1.    
Else check the condition for numbering the vertex zk+4 and so on the 

numbering of vertices continues. The figure 2 depicts the vertex numbering 

of semigraphG13 

 
Figure 2: SemigraphG13 vertex Numbering 

 

The figure 3 indicates the mapping and denotation of alphabets, numbers 
and special characters from vertex numbered 1 to vertex numbered 39. 

 
Figure 3: SemigraphG13 - Alphabets, Numbers and Special char mapping 

The figure 4 denotes the path of G13. The traversing of all vertices along 
path of G13 is denoted by thicker edges. In general, the minimum length of 

the path of G13, L(P(G13))= 25. Also the minimum length of path between 

starting vertex „Z‟ and vertex „M‟ is 3 and also between „Z‟ and „@‟ is 2 i.e., 
to consider the lower bound length of the path between vertex and cut vertex 

in semigraphG13. 

 
Figure 4: Traverse along path covering all vertices 

Table 1 denotes the length of the path between each vertex of 

semigraphG13 and start vertex „Z‟ which is numbered 39. 
 

5.2  Modulo Operation Form Used in Semigraph 
 

Let a, n, Q and R be the positive integer. Then a modulo n is denoted as 
a modn is defined as a mod n = R which satisfies the below, 

RremainderQ
n

a

 
In this algorithm, the modulo form as Q(R) of n

th
 divisor is used. 
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Table 1: Traverse along path covering all vertices 

Vertex 

Numbering 

Values 

mapping 
Length 

 
20 G 24 

1 1 1 
 

21 H 23 

2 2 4 
 

22 I 19 

3 3 8 
 

23 J 15 

4 4 12 
 

24 K 11 

5 5 16 
 

25 L 7 

6 6 20 
 

26 M 3 

7 7 23 
 

27 N 1 

8 8 22 
 

28 O 2 

9 9 18 
 

29 P 6 

10 10 14 
 

30 Q 10 

11 Spaces 10 
 

31 R 14 

12 $ 6 
 

32 S 18 

13 @ 2 
 

33 T 22 

14 A 5 
 

34 U 20 

15 B 9 
 

35 V 16 

16 C 13 
 

36 W 12 

17 D 17 
 

37 X 8 

18 E 21 
 

38 Y 4 

19 F 25 
 

39 Z 0 

 

5.3   Matrix Mapping 
  

Let A = (aij), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 1,2,..., n be the (n × 4)  matrix of 

positive integers (say) p, q, r and s. Then the matrix mapping is defined by 
forming the p, q, r and s along the row. 

 

5.4   δ (*, +) Function 
  

Let A = (aij), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 1,2,..., n be the matrix of positive 

integers. Then the function δ is the mapping from the elements of A to ij
th

 

position with multiplication and addition operation. In other words, say a11 is 
the 11

th
 element in (n × 4) matrix A. Then the δ operator follow as δ (a11, 

11) =  (a11*(1+1)) + (n × 4) and also matrix value „a11‟can be found by (δ(a11, 

11) - (n × 4)) / (1+1) 

 

6 Proposed Algorithm of Encryption and Decryption Using 
Semigraph and Folding Technique 
 

6.1   Encryption 
Step 1: Construct semigraph G13 and number the end, middle and cut 

vertices using Figure 3 & 4. Use Table 1 to get the length of the path between 

each vertex and start vertex „Z‟. Get the text message for encryption X. 
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Step 2: Let n be the total number of letters. By Table 1, translate each 

letters in the form of xi( yi), i & j = 1 to n where xi is the numbering and yi is 

the length of the path between xi and start vertex „Z‟. Note that through out 
the algorithm the cut vertices denotation is Cx(y) i.e., Text message,  X = 

x1(y1)  x2(y2)  .... xn(yn) 

Step 3: Apply n
th
 modulo operation on each xi( yi)  of X. The resultant is 

Qi(Ri)(Qj(Rj)), 1 ≤  i, j  ≤ 2n 
Step 4: Apply 4-split keys operation on the resultant step 3, the 

intermediate key is of the form 

Q1, Q2, ..., Qi || R1, R2, ..., Ri || Q1, Q2, ..., Qj|| R1, R2, ..., Rj   where 1 ≤ i , j ≤ n 
Step 5: Perform Matrix mapping of the values of step 4 in (n × 4) 

matrix. 

Step 6: Applyδ(*, +) function andδ operator on the (n × 4) matrix 
values. Then the resultant follow as A =Ai1, Ai2, Ai3, Ai4where1 ≤  i  ≤  n 

Step 7: Form bipartite semigraph S(G13) or S with the adjacency of 

column values of A ie., Ai1→ A(i+1)2→ ...  → An2 

Step 8: Apply folding techniques „f‟ on the bipartite semigraph in which 
vertices folded to vertices and cut vertex is folded to cut vertex resulting to 

semigraph ‘f(S(G13))’ with one vertex, one cut vertex, one edge and one 

semiedge which is denoted as η(f(S(G13)))=(2, 1, 1, 1) [10], [11]which is a 
symmetric key send to receiver. Also η (f(S(G13)))=(2, 1, 1, 1) where two 

vertices are adjacent each other in  f(S(G13)) and first vertex is adjacent to cut 

vertex. 

 

6.2   Decryption 
 

Step 1: Receive the symmetric key - encrypted semigraph ‘f(S(G13))’ 
with set of vertex numbering. 

Step 2: Form bipartite semigraph S(G13) with adjacency of vertex 

numbering from encrypted semigraph. 
Step 3: Pick all (n × 4) vertex numbering from S(G13) and form all row 

value B = Bi1, Bi2, Bi3, Bi4where1 ≤ i  ≤ n and find each matrix value of (n × 

4) matrix. 

Step 4: Perform Matrix mapping of all matrix values of step 3 in (n × 4) 
matrix. 

Step 5: Align 4 column values from (n × 4) matrix to form 4 - split keys 

using connectors „||‟. say. Q1, Q2, ..., Qi || R1, R2, ..., Ri || Q1, Q2, ..., Qj|| R1, R2, 
..., Rj   where 1 ≤ i , j ≤ n 

Step 6: Form Qi(Ri)( Qj(Rj)), 1≤ i, j ≤ 2n of each Q and R values from 

step 5. 
Step 7: For each n

th
 place valueQi(Ri)(Qj(Rj)),  xn( yn) is found by (k* Qi) 

+ Ri  ((k* Qj) + Rj) where    1 ≤ k ≤ n and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. In general, Y = x1(y1)  

x2(y2)  .... xn(yn) 
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Step 8: From Table 1, frame the equivalent alphabets/number/special 

char (Space, $, @) for each xi(yi) of Y is derived and word is formed. 

Receiver successfully decrypted the text message. 
 

7 Implementation of the Algorithm 
  

An informer sends message to the receiver who gets message and takes 

precaution action taken for the safety measures and secure the relevant 

information accordingly. In this section, the proposed algorithm of 
encryption and decryption is implemented and generate symmetric 

key(Encrypted message/Semigraph) which is sent to receiver and so the third 

eye and the cyberattackers cant able to unlock the message because 
algorithm, symmetric/unsymmetric keys, mode of message, message type is 

challenging part for them to decrypt the message. Now, we use new proposed 

algorithm of encryption and decryption using semigraph and folding 
techniques to the message DNA MATCHED. The intention is to use this 

message for implementing our algorithm is that there are many attackers 

details are stored in Secure DB with their DNA pattern. So the informer, 

detectives will closely watch and work with the attackers in their city and 
workplace to collect the samples of hair, nails and so on and send to 

appropriate department to ensure them they are the one who most wanted. So 

that the informer can get the status of the results in the form of symmetric 
key. 

 

7.1   Encryption of the message 
 

Step 1: Let the text message, X is DNA MATCHED 

Step 2: Number of letters in the text message, n = 12. By Table 1, assign 

equivalent values for each  characters in text message X, 

D 17(17) 

 
T 33(22) 

N 27(1) 

 
C 16(13) 

A 14(5) 

 
H 21(23) 

Spaces C11(10) 

 
E 18(21) 

M 26(2) 

 
D 17(17) 

A 14(5) 

   Step 3: Apply n
th

 modulo operation on each character of X, 

X = 17(0)(17(0)) 13(1)(0(1)) 4(2)(1(2)) C2(3)(2(2)) 5(1)(0(2)) 2(2)(0(5)) 

4(5)(3(1)) 2(0)(1(5)) 2(3)(2(5)) 1(8)(2(1)) 1(6)(1(6)) 

Step 4: The 4 - split keys are 17, 13, 4, C2, 5, 2, 4, 2, 2, 1,1 || 0, 1 2, C3, 
1, 2, 5, 0, 3, 8, 6 || 17, 0, 1, C2, 0, 0, 3, 1, 2, 2, 1 || 0, 1, 2, C2, 2, 5, 1, 5, 5, 1, 6. 
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Step 5: Matrix mapping of 4-split keys are in (11 × 4) is of the form  

6161

1281

5232

5102

1354

5022

2015

2124

10113

017017

2232 CCCC

 
Step 6: Applying δ operator on each value of the(11 × 4) matrix. The 

output of the each matrix valued is defined as in Table 2. 

 
Table 2: δoperator in Encryption phase 

δ (17, 11)  =  (17*(1+1)) + (11 × 4)  = 78 δ (0, 63)   =  (0*(6+3)) + (11 × 4)  = 44 

δ (0, 12)    =  (0*(1+2)) + (11 × 4)    = 44 δ (5, 64)   =  (5*(6+4)) + (11 × 4)  = 94 

δ (17, 13)  =  (17*(1+3)) + (11 × 4)  = 112 δ (4, 71)   =  (4*(7+1)) + (11 × 4)  = 76 

δ (0, 14)    =  (0*(1+4)) + (11 × 4)    = 44 δ (5, 72)   =  (5*(7+2)) + (11 × 4)  = 89 

δ (13, 21)  =  (13*(2+1)) + (11 × 4)  = 83 δ (3, 73)   =  (3*(7+3)) + (11 × 4)  = 74 

δ (1, 22)    =  (1*(2+2)) + (11 × 4)    = 48 δ (1, 74)   =  (1*(7+4)) + (11 × 4)  = 55 

δ (0, 23)    =  (0*(2+3)) + (11 × 4)    = 44 δ (2, 81)   =  (2*(8+1)) + (11 × 4)  =62 

δ (1, 24)    =  (1*(2+4)) + (11 × 4)    = 50 δ (0, 82)   =  (0*(8+2)) + (11 × 4)  =44 

δ (4, 31)    =  (4*(3+1)) + (11 × 4)    = 60 δ (1, 83)   =  (1*(8+3)) + (11 × 4)  =55 

δ (2, 32)    =  (2*(3+2)) + (11 × 4)    = 54 δ (5, 84)   =  (5*(8+4)) + (11 × 4)  =104 

δ (1, 33)    =  (1*(3+3)) + (11 × 4)    = 50 δ (2, 91)   =  (2*(9+1)) + (11 × 4)  = 64 

δ (2, 34)    =  (2*(3+4)) + (11 × 4)    = 58 δ (3, 92)   =  (3*(9+2)) + (11 × 4)  = 77 

Cδ (2, 41)  =  C(2*(4+1)) + (11 × 4)  = C54 δ (2, 93)   =  (2*(9+3)) + (11 × 4)  = 68 

Cδ (3, 42)  =  C(3*(4+2)) + (11 × 4)  = C62 δ (5, 94)   =  (5*(9+4)) + (11 × 4)  = 109 

Cδ (2, 43)  =  C(2*(4+3)) + (11 × 4)  = C58 δ (1, 101)   =  (1*(10+1)) + (11 × 4)  = 55 

Cδ (2, 44)  =  C(2*(4+4)) + (11 × 4)  = C60 δ (8, 102)   =  (8*(10+2)) + (11 × 4)  = 140 

δ (5, 51)   =  (5*(5+1)) + (11 × 4)  = 74 δ (2, 103)   =  (2*(10+3)) + (11 × 4)  = 70 

δ (1, 52)   =  (1*(5+2)) + (11 × 4)  = 51 δ (1, 104)   =  (1*(10+4)) + (11 × 4)  = 58 

δ (0, 53)   =  (0*(5+3)) + (11 × 4)  = 44 δ (1, 111)   =  (1*(11+1)) + (11 × 4)  = 56 

δ (2, 54)   =  (2*(5+4)) + (11 × 4)  = 62 δ (6, 112)   =  (6*(11+2)) + (11 × 4)  = 122 

δ (2, 61)   =  (2*(6+1)) + (11 × 4)  = 58 δ (1, 113)   =  (1*(11+3)) + (11 × 4)  = 58 

δ (2, 62)   =  (2*(6+2)) + (11 × 4)  = 60 δ (6, 114)   =  (6*(11+4)) + (11 × 4)  = 134 
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Step 7: Form Figure 5, the bipartite semigraph S with the adjacency of 

column values from step 6. 

 

 
Figure 5: Bipartite semigraph of the given text X 

 

Step 8: Apply the folding techniquesf1, f2, f3 &f4 to Bipartite semigraph 
in Figure 5, the resultant is depicted as in Figure 7.  

(a). Level 1 folding techniques f1 & f2 

 On applying folding f1 & f2 to Figure 6,the bipartite semigraph S is 

obtained as Figure 6. 
f1:{78→44→112→44, 60→54→50→58, 74→51→44→62,   

 76→89→74→55,64→77→68→109, 56→122→58→134} 

f2 : {83→48→44→50, C54→C62→C58→C60, 58→60→44→94,   
 62→44→55→104, 55→140→70→58} 

 
Figure 6: Folded Bipartite semigraph S 

where P = {78, 44, 112, 44} , Q = {60, 54, 50, 58}, R ={74, 51, 44, 62}, 

S = {76, 89, 74, 55},T = {64, 77, 68, 109}, U ={56, 122, 58, 134},V={83, 48, 

44, 50} , W = { C54, C62, C58, C60},X ={58, 60, 44, 94},Y ={62, 44, 55, 104} , 

Z ={55, 140, 70, 58}. 

(b). Level 2 folding techniques f3 & f4 

 On applying foldingf3 & f4 to Figure 6, the bipartite semigraph with η(S) 

= (2, 1, 1, 1) is obtained as in Figure 7 which is the encrypted 
semigraph(symmetric key). with 2 vertices, 1 semivertex(cut vertex), 1 edge 

and 1 semiedge. 

f3 : P→Q →R →S →T →U 

f4 :V→X→Y→Z 

 
Figure 7: Encrypted message (Symmetric key) in the form of Semigraph 

Hence the final encrypted message as below Semigraph with is sent as 
ciphertext by sender to receiver.  
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Encrypted message/Semigraph (Cipher text) is  

η(S) =(2, 1, 1, 1) = (η({P, Q, R, S, T, U}, {V, X, Y, Z}), 1, η(W), 1), P = 

{78, 44, 112, 44} , Q = {60, 54, 50, 58}, R ={74, 51, 44, 62}, S = {76, 89, 74, 

55}, T = {64, 77, 68, 109}, U ={56, 122, 58, 134} , V ={83, 48, 44, 50} , W = 

{ C54, C62, C58, C60}, X ={58, 60, 44, 94} , Y ={62, 44, 55, 104} , Z ={55, 

140, 70, 58} 

 

7.2   Decryption of the Message 
 

Step 1: Received the symmetric key - encrypted semigraph as below, 
η(S) =(2, 1, 1, 1) = (η({P, Q, R, S, T, U}, {V, X, Y, Z}), 1, η(W), 1), P = {78, 

44, 112, 44} , Q = {60, 54, 50, 58}, R ={74, 51, 44, 62}, S = {76, 89, 74, 

55}, T = {64, 77, 68, 109}, U ={56, 122, 58, 134} , V ={83, 48, 44, 50} , W = 
{ C54, C62, C58, C60}, X ={58, 60, 44, 94} , Y ={62, 44, 55, 104} , Z ={55, 

140, 70, 58}. Here the semigraph S have 2 vertices and one cut vertex where 

two vertices are adjacent each other in S and first vertex is adjacent to cut 

vertex. 
Step 2: Form bipartite semigraph S (as in Figure 6) with adjacency of 

vertices P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z numbering from encrypted semigraph 

whose adjacency of vertices in S are alternative mapping between vertices 
follows the order PVQWRXSYTZU given in the encrypted semigraph 

(Figure 7). i.e., first vertices from each vertex set are adjacent and Second 

vertices from each vertex set are adjacent and so on. 

Step 3: From the encrypted semigraph, total vertices are 11 and (11× 4) 
matrix is formed with row values which is derived from the vertices 

numbering P, V, Q, W, R, X, S, Y, T, Z, U and each matrix value of (11 × 4) 

matrix as found by δoperator as in Table 3. 
Step 4: Assign each matrix value obtained from step 3 in (11 × 4) matrix 

as 
6161

1281

5232

5102

1354

5022

2015

2124

10113

017017

2232 CCCC

 
Step 5: Align 4 column values from (11 × 4) matrix to form 4 - split 

keys using connectors „||‟ as below, 
17, 13, 4, C2, 5, 2, 4, 2, 2, 1,1 || 0, 1 2, C3, 1, 2, 5, 0, 3, 8, 6 || 17, 0, 1, C2, 0, 0, 

3, 1, 2, 2, 1 || 0, 1, 2, C2, 2, 5, 1, 5, 5, 1, 6 
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Step 6: Formthe values as below by 4-split keys from step 5, 

Y = 17(0)(17(0)) 13(1)(0(1)) 4(2)(1(2)) C2(3)(2(2)) 5(1)(0(2)) 2(2)(0(5)) 

4(5)(3(1)) 2(0)(1(5))2(3)(2(5)) 1(8)(2(1)) 1(6)(1(6)) 
Step 7: Form the values as below for each n

th
 place by (k* Qi) + Ri  ((k* 

Qj) + Rj) where 1 ≤ k ≤ 11 and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 11. i.e., Y = 17(17) 27(1) 14(5)  

C11(10)  26(2)  14(5) 33(22) 16(13) 21(23) 18(21) 17(17) 
Step 8: From Table 1, the equivalent of each values of Y from step 7 is 

derived and word is formed as DNA MATCHED. 

Hence receiver successfully decrypted the text message using the 
proposed algorithm. 

 
Table 3: Matrix value found by using δoperator in Decryption phase 

a11  =  (78 - (11 × 4)) / (1+1)   = 17 a63  = (44 - (11 × 4)) / (6+3)  = 0 

a12  =  (44 - (11 × 4)) / (1+2)   = 0 a64  = (94 - (11 × 4)) / (6+4)  = 5 

a13  =  (112 - (11 × 4)) / (1+3) = 17 a71  = (76 - (11 × 4)) / (7+1)  = 4 

a14  =  (44 - (11 × 4)) / (1+4)   = 0 a72  = (89 - (11 × 4)) / (7+2)  = 5 

a21  =  (83 - (11 × 4)) / (2+1)  = 13 a73  = (74 - (11 × 4)) / (7+3)  = 3 

a22  =  (48 - (11 × 4)) / (2+2)  = 1 a74  = (55 - (11 × 4)) / (7+4)  = 1 

a23  =  (44 - (11 × 4)) / (2+3)  = 0 a81  = (62 - (11 × 4)) / (8+1)  = 2 

a24  =  (50 - (11 × 4)) / (2+4)  = 1 a82  = (44 - (11 × 4)) / (8+2)  = 0 

a31  =  (60 - (11 × 4)) / (3+1)  = 4 a83  = (55 - (11 × 4)) / (8+3)  = 1 

a32  =  (54 - (11 × 4)) / (3+2)  = 2 a84  = (104 - (11 × 4)) / (8+4) =5 

a33  =  (50 - (11 × 4)) / (3+3)  = 1 a91  = (64 - (11 × 4)) / (9+1)   = 2 

a34  =  (58 - (11 × 4)) / (3+4)  = 2 a92  = (77 - (11 × 4)) / (9+2)   = 3 

a41  =  C(54 - (11× 4)) / (4+1)   = C2 a93  = (68 - (11 × 4)) / (9+3)   = 2 

a42  =  C(62 - (11× 4)) / (4+2)   = C3 a94  = (109 - (11 × 4)) / (9+4) = 5 

a43  =  C(58 - (11× 4)) / (4+3)   = C2 a101  = (55 - (11 × 4)) / (10+1)   = 1 

a44  =  C(60 - (11× 4)) / (4+4)   = C2 a102  = (140 - (11 × 4)) / (10+2) = 8 

a51  =  (74 - (11 × 4)) / (5+1) = 5 a103  = (70 - (11 × 4)) / (10+3)   = 2 

a52  = (51 - (11 × 4)) / (5+2)  = 1 a104  = (58 - (11 × 4)) / (10+4)   = 1 

a53  = (44 - (11 × 4)) / (5+3)  = 0 a111  =  (56 - (11 × 4)) / (11+1)   = 1 

a54  =  (62 - (11 × 4)) / (5+4) = 2 a112  =  (122 - (11 × 4)) / (11+2) = 6 

a61  = (58 - (11 × 4)) / (6+1)  = 2 a113  =  (58 - (11 × 4)) / (11+3)   = 1 

a62  = (60 - (11 × 4)) / (6+2)  = 2 a114  =  (134 - (11 × 4)) / (11+4) = 6 
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8 Conclusion 
 

 In this paper, assigned the alphabets, number and few special characters 
to each vertices in the theoretical DNA model (Semigraph G13) and used 

length of the path traversing along the vertices and cut vertices to propose 

new algorithm of Encryption and Decryption using Strong Transformation 
keys PT, MV, MO, SK, MM, δO, BS, FT and CT to derive Encrypted 

Semigraph which is the cipher text passed to receiver to secure information. 

Also constructed the semigraph Gn , n ≥ 3 as per the above algorithm with 

more number of special characters, greek alphabets, equalities and 
inequalities symbols. 

 

9 Future Work 
  

In Future, planning to develop new software for proposed algorithms for 

encryption and decryption of message containing text or sentences with 
characters, numbers, special characters. And will elaborate the comparative 

study of proposed algorithms with other available existing encryption and 

decryption algorithms. 
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